INTRODUCTION

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is widely used to lessen immobilization-associated muscle atrophy, to strengthen muscles, and to improve function in people with neuromuscular disabilities [1-5]. However, NMES has some limitations. For example, Henneman’s size principle [6], (which states that in electrical stimulation activation occurs sequentially from Type I to Type II fibers according to the training intensity seen in voluntary muscle contraction) is not seen in electrical stimulation [7]. NMES activation is nonselective with regard to the type of motor unit and synchrony, unlike voluntary contrac-
tion [7,8]. Moreover NMES only stimulates the muscle on which the electrodes are placed, whereas voluntary movement implies activation from several synergic and stabilizer muscles, which are not stimulated by NMES [9]. These nonphysiologic patterns of activation may lead to less effective strengthening and may also contribute to the reluctance of many physicians to accept electric stimulation as a common component of therapeutic muscle strengthening programs. Also, it is generally reported that NMES evoked using surface electrodes results mainly in surface muscle contractions, and that it is hard to activate the deep muscles with this method [8,9]. Moreover NMES requires a high stimulation intensity to obtain an adequate muscle strengthening effect [8]. However high intensity NMES causes discomfort when used at sites with many superficial peripheral nerves or where cutaneous sensation is sensitive. Therefore stimulation intensity has been limited by subjects’ tolerance [10]. The forearm is one of the sites where high stimulation intensity is problematic. A NMES method is needed that can provide an adequate muscular strengthening effect even at a comfortable, low stimulation intensities.

To make up for this limitation of NMES, a combined application of NMES and voluntary muscular contractions (VC) has been found effective and optimal in rehabilitation for immobilization or surgery [8,9]. Another new combined technique, the hybrid training method (HYB), has recently been developed (US patent 6,456,885.2002) [11]. This method resists the motion of VC agonist muscle with a force generated by an electrically stimulated antagonist. HYB was tested successfully for improving muscle strength and mass in healthy subjects [11-13]. Takano et al. [14] showed that HYB with low stimulation intensity increased strength and mass of the thigh muscles in elderly subjects.

An approach that can be used everywhere on the body is needed, because muscle weakness can occur anywhere. For example, in rheumatoid arthritis or aging, muscle weakness may occur in the upper extremities [15,16]. Especially in the hand and the forearm, not only muscle strength but also hand function decreases, so the effect of these training approaches on hand function must be considered [15]. High intensity exercise generally has a negative effect on hand function [16]. On the other hand, NMES does not facilitate intermuscular coordination [9]. Indeed, Vaz et al. [17] showed that NMES on wrist with hemiplegic cerebral palsy increased wrist strength without changing hand function. Moreover in a stroke patient’s paretic (spastic) hand, NMES of Ia fibre in the extensor carpi radialis muscle is thought to induce reciprocal Ia-inhibition in the hand and finger flexors [18]. However, the effect of a combined application of NMES and VC on hand function and the specific coordination of complex movements is still unclear [8,9]. Therefore, it is necessary to examine whether HYB has an adverse effect on hand function when improving the muscle strength and hypertrophy in the forearm.

The present study was designed to compare the effect of HYB with NMES alone on the forearm in healthy subjects and to assess whether HYB for the forearm has an adverse influence on hand function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

The Ethics Committee of Kurume University and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency approved the clinical design of this study protocol. Following approval, informed consent was obtained from a convenience sample of 30 healthy self-identified right hand dominant sedentary men (age, 21.4±2.5 (± standard deviation (SD)) yr; height, 171.6±4.8 cm; and weight, 63.4±8.4 kg) who had reviewed the goals of the study and agreed to participate. Inclusion criteria for the subjects were as follows; unremarkable musculoskeletal conditions, no adverse medical history, no excessive alcohol consumption and/or smoking, right hand (RH) dominant according to the Edinburgh Inventory [19], and having avoided participation in any strenuous or upper extremity specific sports activities for at least a year. Subjects meeting the above criteria were then randomized into three groups matched in age, in weight, and in height: the HYB Program Group (HYB, n=10) participated in a combined electrical stimulation-volitional contraction exercise program, the Electrical Stimulation Group (ES, n=10) took part in a conventional (isometric) NMES program, and the Control Group (CN, n=10) had no specific exercise program.

Intervention

Subjects attended a single familiarization session one month prior to beginning a 6-week 3-times-a-week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) training program. Each exercise session consisted of the participant being seated and voluntary or electrically performing 10 sets of 10 reciprocal wrist flexion and extension contractions with their non-dominant left upper extremity. Contractions were 2 sec in duration, and sets were separated by 1-min rest intervals. An
exercise session required 15 min and 40 sec to complete.

**HYB Group:** Exercises were performed in the seated position with the subject’s radial and ulnar carpal flexor stimulated as the subject voluntarily extended the wrist while opening the hand; next the reverse occurred (i.e., the radial and ulnar carpal extensor was stimulated) as the subject voluntarily flexed the wrist while closing the hand. The range of motion of the joint was measured using a goniometer, and was restricted to an arc from a 45° wrist extension to a 45° wrist flexion. The subject changed the direction of the muscle contractions whenever they heard a tone emitted by the stimulator.

**ES Group:** These subjects were seated in the same posture as the HYB group described above. The procedures and number of sessions were identical to the HYB group with the exception that the subjects were instructed to avoid volitional contraction of the muscle; furthermore the left wrist was immobilized by a brace at the neutral position.

**CN Group:** Subjects did not exercise at all during this experiment period.

**Equipment:** The HYB apparatus consisted of an electrical stimulator, surface electrodes, and a joint motion sensor that triggered stimulation of the antagonist once it sensed the initiation of a volitional contraction [12]. Low impedance gel-coated electrodes (Sekisui plastics. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) placed over the motor points of the radial/ulnar carpal flexor and extensor have been previously described [11-14].

**Waveform:** Stimulation parameters were based on a standard Russian waveform in which a 5kHz carrier frequency was modulated at 20 Hz (2.4 ms on, 47.6 ms off) to deliver rectangular biphasic wave pulses [20].

**Intensity:** Stimulation intensities were set at the value of the threshold intensity plus two-thirds the difference between the maximum comfortable intensity and the threshold intensity [13], with the isometric contraction force limited to 25-30% of the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). Output power was <10 W, the current intensity was <10 mA/cm², and the voltage was <80 V.

**Evaluations**

Measurements were performed at the baseline at the start of training as well as at the midpoint, and again at 6 weeks after the end of the exercise program, by a single blinded assessor.

**Muscle Strength:** Maximal isometric left wrist flexion and extension torques were obtained with the subject sitting in a CYBEX6000 (CSMI, MA, USA) apparatus with the left wrist positioned in the neutral position. Each subject was then asked to produce a maximal isometric wrist flexion and extension, and encouraged to monitor their own efforts on a video screen. The MVC was defined as the mean of three measurements at 5-min intervals.

Left grip strengths (GS) were measured with a hand-held Jamar dynamometer (Takei Kiki Kogyo Co., Ltd., Niigata, Japan) and defined as the mean of three measurements at 5-min intervals, using procedures recommended by the American Society of Hand Therapists [21-23].

**Muscle mass:** Cross sectional area (CSA)s in the forearm flexor and extensor were determined in conjunction with the torque evaluation sessions. The midpoint between the humeral lateral epicondyle and the radial styloid process was marke (Hitachi Medical Corp, Tokyo, Japan) with an indelible marker at the baseline evaluation and renewed as necessary throughout the experiment. A 5×5×5 mm magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) marker (Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was placed on the mark at the time of a CSA determination. Scout films were used to ensure that the scanning position did not change between sessions and images were collected as the subject lay with the upper extremity in a relaxed state. CSAs were measured by a blinded observer on the display of MRI scanner (Hitachi Medical Co., Tokyo, Japan).

**Hand function:** Two tests were used to assess different aspects of hand function. The standard version of the Purdue Pegboard (PEG) test was used to provide a global assessment of dexterity; Tiffin et al. [24,25] describe it in detail in their the manual. The PEG test provides separate sub-tests of the RH, left hand (LH), both hands (BH), right plus left plus both hands (RLB), and assembly test (Assembly) [28]. We took the three-trial administration procedures of the PEG test, and used average sub-test scores for our estimate [25,26]. The finger tapping (Tapping) test was used to assess speed of finger movements [26], and involved tapping the same key on a notebook computer with the index finger as fast as possible for ten sec of testing time, while not moving the wrist. The score was the number of times tapped.

Subjects were questioned about the occurrence of adverse effects at each session. Goniometric active and passive ranges of motion (ROM) as well as complaints of muscle pain were evaluated at the beginning and end of each session.

**Data Analysis**

A linear mixed model [27] was employed to com-
pare training effects on torques, GS, CSAs, PEG test scores and Tapping test scores between the three experimental groups. In the model, changes of measurements, (at the midpoint and endpoint of training) from the baseline were used as outcomes, physical characteristics (age, height and weight) and baseline scores were defined as co-variates, and random intercepts were included accounting for both heterogeneity of baseline measurements and serial correlation among repeated measurements. Comparison was made of the changes in measurements from the baseline within each group and between groups. Statistical analyses were performed with SAS software and p values ≤ 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Data are presented as means ± SD.

RESULTS

Muscle Strength

Wrist flexion torque (Fig. 1A): Maximal isometric wrist flexion torque in the HYB group increased from 12.8±4.1 Nm at the pre-training to 15.0±4.0 Nm at the end of training, however this increase was not significant. Maximal isometric wrist flexion torque did not change in the ES (from 13.8±5.0 Nm at pre-training to 14.1±3.0 Nm at the end of training) or CN groups (from 11.2±4.1 Nm at pre-training to 12.2±3.6 Nm at the end of training). No significant differences were observed between the groups.

Wrist extension torque (Fig. 1B): Maximal isometric wrist extension torque in the HYB group significantly increased from 11.4±3.7 Nm at pre-training to 14.0±3.1 Nm at the end of training (p<0.01). The maximal isometric wrist extension torque did not change in the ES (from 10.5±3.6 Nm at pre-training to 11.1±2.9 Nm at the end of training) or CN groups (from 11.6±3.2 Nm at pre-training to 10.3±3.1 Nm at the end of training). The increase of maximal isometric wrist extension torque was larger in the HYB group than in the CN group at the midpoint of the training (p<0.01) and at the endpoint of the training (p<0.01).

GS: There were no significant changes in GS for any of the three groups (Table 1).

Muscle mass

CSA of flexor (Fig. 2A): Forearm flexor CSA in the HYB group increased significantly from 13.4±2.5 cm² at pre-training to 14.4±3.0 cm² at the midpoint of training (p<0.05), and to 14.7±2.9 cm² at the end of training (p<0.01). Forearm flexor CSA did not change in the ES or CN groups, (13.4±2.5 cm² at pre-training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>Pre mean (SD)</th>
<th>3wk mean (SD)</th>
<th>6wk mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HYB</td>
<td>38.49 (4.37)</td>
<td>38.52 (3.35)</td>
<td>37.38 (3.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>41.07 (6.21)</td>
<td>40.89 (6.80)</td>
<td>40.72 (6.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>40.25 (4.90)</td>
<td>39.37 (4.82)</td>
<td>38.56 (7.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means (SD), HYB, hybrid exercise method; ES, electrical stimulation; CN, control; Pre, pre-training; 3wk, 3-week; 6wk, 6-week.
to 14.1±2.2 cm² at the end of training, and 13.3±1.7 cm² at pre-training to 13.9±1.9 cm² at the end of training, respectively). The increase of the forearm flexor CSA in the HYB group was larger than that in the ES group or in the CN group at the midpoint of the training (p<0.01, for each group) and at the endpoint of the training (p<0.01, for each group).

CSA of extensor (Fig. 2B): The forearm extensor CSA in the HYB group increased significantly from 16.27±2.2 cm² at pre-training to 17.1±2.5 cm² at the end of training (p<0.05). The forearm extensor CSA did not increase from pre-training to the end of training in the ES or CN group (16.57±2.0 cm² to 16.62±2.3 cm², and 16.4±2.6 cm² to 16.4±2.8 cm², respectively). There were no significant differences between the groups.

Hand function

PEG and Tapping test: The scores of PEG test (RH, LH, BH, RLB, and Assembly) and Tapping test showed no significant changes within or among any of the three groups (Table 2).

The subjects tolerated training well and attended all training and evaluation sessions. There were no significant adverse events, and ROM was preserved in all groups. Four subjects in the HYB group complained of mild delayed onset muscle soreness during the first week of training, but recovered by the following week.

DISCUSSION

This study showed that HYB significantly increased wrist isometric extension torque and wrist muscle mass in both the flexor and extensor without having any
negative influence on hand functions. Although our sample size and the muscles studies were limited, these findings deserve further discussion.

It is well known that immobilization or disuse cause muscle atrophy, that is to say muscle mass, strength and endurance decrease [28-30]. Various training approaches are used in rehabilitation medicine to recover from immobilization or disuse. NMES is used widely to lessen immobilization-associated muscle weakness, to strengthen muscles, and to improve function in people with neuromuscular disabilities [1,19,28,32]. For example, the muscle strength of healthy subjects can be increased by 10% to 20% with 3 to 6 weeks of high-intensity stimulation [4,5]. Also, the usefulness of an electrically stimulated eccentric contraction was reported [33,34]. However, NMES has some limitations. NMES activates slow-twitch muscle poorly because Henneman’s size principle is not seen in electrical stimulation [6]. Moreover, it is hard to activate the deep muscles using NMES with surface electrodes, and high electrical stimulation intensity causes discomfort. Therefore, combining NMES and VC can help overcome the limitations that occur when each is used in isolation, and is more effective for improving muscle properties [8,9]. HYB was developed as a new type of combined technique. It was reported effective in improving muscle strength and mass in healthy subjects [11-13]. This HYB obviates the weak point of NSEM because the use of both VC and ES makes it a more physiologic approach [11]. It is thought that the deep muscles that are difficult to stimulate by means of surface electrical stimulation are trained adequately by volitional contraction in HYB [11-14]. Also, HYB involves a combination of eccentric contractions and electric stimulation. Segar and Thorstensson [33] compared the effects of electrically stimulated eccentric, isometric, and concentric contractions of the quadriceps, and found that under similar stimulating conditions, eccentric contractions generated torques about 15% to 25% greater than those produced with isometric contractions and about 30% to 50% greater than the torques resulting from concentric contractions. Therefore, it has been considered that HYB increases muscle strength satisfactorily even at relatively low stimulation intensities. Indeed, Takano et al. [14] showed that HYB improved thigh muscle strength and hypertrophy in elderly people with a relatively low electrical stimulation intensity (equivalent to 20-25 repetition maximal). These advantages show that HYB is effective even for sites where high stimulation intensity is problematic, for example the forearm. The present study showed that HYB was effective in the forearm in healthy subjects, except with regard to GS and wrist flexion torque. On the other hand, NMES alone had no effect in the forearm at the same electrical stimulation intensity and frequency. Generally, the training effects of NMES are correlated to the stimulation intensity [8]. Because we made the electrical stimulation intensity weak enough to prevent discomfort, NMES would be ineffectiveness. The results of this study demonstrate that training became more effective when voluntary contractions were combined with NMES, even at a low electrical stimulation intensity (insufficient in NMES alone). In other words, HYB appears more efficient than NMES or VC alone.

NMES and VC induce different acute physiological effects on the neuromuscular system [9]. However, there it is not yet known how the combined application of NMES and VC influences neuromuscular systems. Therefore, HYB might induce an adverse influence on the neuromuscular system. Development of a training approach that can be used on all parts of the body is highly desirable because muscle weakness can occur anywhere in the body. Rehabilitation of the upper extremity is necessary not only for disuse but also for paralysis and rheumatoid arthritis. It has been reported that NMES is effective in paralysis [17,32] and rheumatoid arthritis [31]. In rehabilitation of the upper extremities (especially the forearm, hand, and finger), not only the effect of muscle strength but also the effect of hand function is very important [15,16]. Therefore the possible adverse influence on the specific coordination of complex movements needs to be considered in order to use HYB safely. Because NMES only stimulates the muscle on which the electrodes are placed, synergic and stabilizer muscles were not activated by NMES [9]. Paillard reported that NMES did not facilitate intermuscular coordination [9]. Indeed Vaz et al. [17] showed that NMES on wrist with hemiplegic cerebral palsy increased wrist strength without changing hand function. On the other hand, NMES of IA fibre in the extensor carpi radialis muscle is thought to induce reciprocal IA-inhibition in the hand and finger flexors in stroke patients [18]. Also, Maffiuletti et al. [35] reported that NMES in plantar flexor muscles did not affect alpha motoneuron excitability and/or presynaptic inhibition by examining maximal soleus and gastrocnemii H- and T-reflex. Voluntary training-induced modifications in H-reflex amplitude are usually ascribed to changes in alpha motoneuron excitability and/or changes in presynaptic inhibition of IA afferents. However, these effects are not well understood in the combined technique. In the only report about the effect on H-reflex of HYB by Yamaguchi et al. [36],
they showed that the rate of change of the maximum soleus H-reflex to maximum soleus motor response in HYB was significantly higher than in conventional resistance training. They suggested that HYB was similar to co-contraction, and effects supraspinal and centner mechanisms differently from conventional resistance training. If the specific coordination of complex movements in the upper extremity is disturbed by the combined technique, hand function would decline. In this study, we used PEG test and Tapping test to evaluate hand function, and results were not effected by HYB. This seems to show that HYB does not adversely affect the specific coordination of complex movements. Further research is necessary to reveal the effects on the neuromuscular system of the combined application of NMES and VC.

Isometric wrist flexion torque was not increased significantly in this study, because the wrist position might influence the measurement value [37]. Vaz et al. [17], in a study of NMES training on wrist muscles of children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy, reported that the isometric strength of flexors did not increase at the neutral position despite an increase of 30° in wrist extension, possibly reflecting shifts in the length-tension relationships due to functioning in altered muscle lengths. In the present study torque measurements were carried out in the neutral position, however there were no significant effects in either wrist isometric flexor strength or GS. Therefore the HYB program which was used in the current study might not be appropriate. The potential strength gain benefits are generally correlated to the intensity of the stimulation and the frequency of the training sessions [8]. It is possible that exercised in higher intensity the results might have varied. In HYB, the motion of a volitionally contracting agonist muscle against the force generated by its electrically stimulated antagonist shows an effect in the deep muscles where the electrical stimulation cannot reach. Influence on the deep muscles including the flexor digitorum profundus muscle which was important for GS might be ineffective in this study. Furthermore, because of the wrist flex action of their muscles, the increase of maximal isometric wrist flexion torque might lack statistical power even if the forearm flexor was significantly enlarged. Electrical stimulation intensity and the training frequency that we used in this study were set based on the maximum comfortable intensity we used in improving muscle strength and mass in the upper arm in a previous study [13]. However, this stimulation intensity appeared inadequate to increase muscle strength of grip and wrist flexor. Because the maximum comfortable intensity differs by stimulus site or subjects’ tolerance, it may be desirable to set electrical stimulation intensity based on the repetition maximum as described by Takano et al. [14]. Voluntary wrist flexion exercise load can be increased by regulating electrical stimulation intensity of the carpal extensor. Improving the effectiveness of HYB is a problem for future study. In any case, HYB was effective in strengthening the wrist extensor without having negative influences on hand function (as a parameter of the neuromuscular system). It will be necessary to evaluate influences on different parts of the neuromuscular system with various HYB programs.

The current study was designed to assess the possible adverse effects of HYB on the specific coordination of complex movements, and it is the first study utilizing HYB for the forearm. To achieve more positive effects for the wrist, hand, and finger forces, it may be necessary to alter the present exercise program. Further research is necessary to refine HYB techniques and more clearly demonstrate the potential benefits for rehabilitation medicine.

CONCLUSIONS

HYB was capable of increasing muscle mass and strength without having any adverse influence on hand functions. This technique may be an effective and safe exercise technique for rehabilitation medicine.
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